
Break-Through is the title of this collection of sculptures. It is a new form of sculpture, composed
by several pieces which follow one another in the gallery space. This new form of sculpture hangs
from the ceiling, from above, falls from above. The floor and walls stay unblemished, as they are
too perfect to allow any intervention on them, a break-through is not possible. The only place that
makes it possible is the ceiling. That is how Break-Through has found its place. The ceiling is not
only the sole available place – it is also the place from which gravity exerts its force majeure. It is
the sense of gravity that makes it fall from above. And it is from above that a breakthrough is
possible downwards. The opening is the evidence of the collapsed, broken ceiling. The
breakthrough occurs by a force from above, due to an external force, a force that does not stop. This
could be a water leak, a flood. The ceiling broke down, fell down and with it everything that it was
hiding over my head - the unspoken and the hidden chaos. It reveals everything I did not see. And
brutally, through the force of gravity, everything is poured, all is revealed and offered to the eye.
The invisible operational mechanisms are revealed and become visible. It's up to me to see into the
chaos and be alert and awake. Making the invisible visible - thanks to the law of physics – is what
Break-Through does and shows. It is a 'critical' sculpture, a ‘critical’ corpus. This break that comes
from above cannot be avoided, is irresistible. This sculpture, this break, this 'critical' corpus will fall
over my head, I cannot save myself from its new logic, its relentless logic. The force majeure has no
mercy and forces me to see. I have to raise my head, I have to open my eyes wide and face what I
do not want to see. This is the logic, the form and the mission of this sculpture. 

-Thomas Hirschhorn
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